FACTSHEET
Create efficiencies, reduce risks and increase margins with
Praguna Fork Lift Training in association with RTITB

CREATE EFFICIENCIES
•

Operators are trained to get it right first time

•

Operators are trained to be accurate, reducing
task repetition

•

Reduction in lost operating time because of
incidents

•

A company in the UK, moving 1.45 million cases a
week, has had zero lost time incidents in the last 3
years. All fork lift operators on the site are trained
to RTITB standards.

Improve teamwork through operator competence
and confidence

•

Reduce staff turnover through improved
management and operator communication

•

Improve operator attitude and responsibility

•

Improve fork lift battery life by reducing hydraulic
and steering usage

REDUCE RISK
•

Reduction in accidents/injuries

•

In the event of an investigation following a fatality,

A worldwide pharmaceutical company was
experiencing significant battery life issues. The
batteries were not lasting full shifts. This meant
that they needed to be put on charge before the
end of the shift, leaving the fork lift truck
unusable. It was identified that this was due to
overuse of the hydraulic and steering controls.
Following RTITB training, hydraulic and steering
usage were significantly reduced and the
batteries were able to last a full shift.

A UK company with 500 employees and 316
operators has experienced NO injuries or
accidents in the last 3 years.

you will have documentary evidence to prove
training has been delivered to a good standard
•

Praguna Fork Lift Training is independently verified
by RTITB as being delivered to International
Standards

INCREASE MARGINS
•

Less pallet damage

•

Less racking damage

•

Less lift truck damage

•

Less product wastage

•

Less infrastructure damage

•

Reduce insurance premiums

A cold stores company in the UK require their
operators to work in -30ºC conditions. In this
extreme environment the company were
experiencing significant pallet, fork lift and
racking damage issues. High levels of product
wastage caused by operator error was also a
problem. Operators were also dropping the
products on the floor and causing physical
damage to the building. Following an RTITB
training programme the damage costs were
reduced and staff turnover was also reduced
because operators felt their issues were being
understood and addressed by managers. This
resulted in reduced training costs.

A UK company had made several significant
insurance claims due to fork lift incidents and
accidents. This had led to their annual insurance
premium increasing by over 80%. By
implementing a robust change management
programme that was supported by RTITB fork lift
training and RTITB manager & supervisor training,
the company was able to negotiate a significant
reduction in their annual premium.

